


CALIFORNIA T
GENUINE 20” FORGED WHEELS SET

Developed exclusively for the Ferrari Genuine catalogue, these 20” forged wheels 

were designed by the Centro Stile Ferrari to enhance the style of the California T

Manufactured with state of the art forging technology, these wheels contribute to 

significantly reducing the overall weight of the car while enhancing driving feeling. 

The two-tone finish, with a diamond polished treatment for the outer spokes, lends 

the wheel a visually light and sporty look, while the version with “Sparkling Silver” 

paint finish, a colour offered exclusively for this component, gives the car a more 

classic look perfectly in keeping with the original concept.

Part No. Description

70004983 Genuine 20” forged wheels set, Sparkling Silver

70004984 Genuine 20” forged wheels set, two-tone matte diamond polished



CALIFORNIA T
CARBON FIBRE FENDER SHIELDS KIT

These fender shields enhance the sporty lines of the car, with contrasting carbon 

fibre and chrome Prancing Horse motif. 

The polished outer edges further emphasises the three-dimensional forms of the 

Ferrari emblem.

Part No. Description

70004933 Carbon fibre fender shields kit



CALIFORNIA T
CARBON FIBRE DOOR HANDLES KIT

The carbon-look external door handles complement the style of all Ferrari models to 

perfection, with an aesthetic solution which visually accentuates the racing spirit of 

the car. 

This accessory emphasises both the exclusivity of the materials used and the 

excellence of the workmanship in the manufacture of the components themselves.

Part No. Description

70001670 Carbon fibre door handles kit



FERRARI CALIFORNIA
FERRARI GENUINE 2DIN INFOTAINMENT SYSTEM

Ferrari Genuine offers a new 2DIN infotainment system that allows owners to 

upgrade their cars with state of the art in terms of navigation, connectivity, 

multimedia and audio entertainment technology. 

Featuring an entirely touch screen based user interface, the system lets the user 

continue to use the original controls as normal without affecting the ergonomics 

of the dashboard. The new infotainment system includes advanced functions that 

assist the driver under normal driving conditions. 

In addition, the compatibility with Apple CarPlay and Siri, an advanced GPS 

navigation system with 3D graphics and voice activation, a customisable equalizer 

and other functions complete this latest generation 2DIN system. 

The system is fully incorporated into the vehicle through an installation kit which 

includes special cluster, integrated steering wheel control systems and software 

developed to meet the specific Ferrari Genuine brief.

Part No. Description

70004353 Ferrari Genuine 2DIN Infotainment System

70004352 Ferrari Genuine 2DIN Infotainment System with rear camera

70004310 Ferrari Genuine 2DIN Infotainment System with additional DAB module



812 SUPERFAST
TAILPIPE TIPS – SPECIFIC FOR THE US MARKET

The continuous quest for new materials to offer even better performance in 

every single detail has always been part of the Ferrari spirit. These tailpipes with 

a black ceramic coating, applied with specially developed technological process, 

give the car an even more aggressive look. This coating ensures durable resistance to 

discolouration, even when exposed to high temperatures, and also makes the tailpipes 

more weather resistant and offers protection against occasional minor damage. 

Alternatively, the titanium version of the tailpipe tips styled with a design which echoes 

the standard components in an example of Ferrari’s continuous commitment to 

improving its products.

Part No. Description

70004346 Tailpipe tips with ceramic coating, black (USA)

70004347 Titanium tailpipes (USA)



812 SUPERFAST
PASSENGER COMPARTMENT CUSTOMISATION

Installation of the front part of the tunnel in visible carbon fibre can be requested 

through the Ferrari Genuine Accessories catalogue. 

The kit includes the front part of the tunnel and the central console, with cup holders 

and window buttons.

These sets will be available 4 weeks after Dealer’s order insertion.

A set of rubber rings can be ordered to customise the dashboard air vents.

Part No. Description

70004328 Carbon fibre tunnel kit, front part

Part No. Description

70005002 Set of black air vent grips 

70005003 Set of red air vent grips



812 SUPERFAST
CARBON FIBRE OVERMATS KIT

Manufactured using patented new technology, Ferrari Genuine overmats are made 

with real carbon fibre used for feet area and feature a special clear coat layer which 

gives the mat a non-slip finish without compromising the look of the material. 

The vehicle logo appears on a laser-etched leather patch on both the driver and 

passenger side mats. 

The real leather support base lends superb flexibility to the overmats, 

while ensuring they retain their rigid, substantial feel. 

The border around the edges is also made from leather, with fine stitching 

in grey tones.

Part No. Description

70004944 LHD carbon fibre overmats kit  

70004946 LHD carbon fibre overmats kit with fire extinguisher

70004945 RHD carbon fibre overmats kit

70004947 RHD carbon fibre overmats kit with fire extinguisher



812 SUPERFAST
PARKING CAMERAS

The front and rear parking cameras enable any obstacles to be identified 

immediately when parking, making manoeuvres easier for the driver. 

The driver can therefore avoid bumps when manoeurving by combining direct visual 

information with the acoustic and visual information generated by the system from 

the parking sensors. 

The Ferrari Genuine catalogue offers the option of installing just the rear camera or 

the entire kit, composed of front and rear cameras.

Part No. Description

70004348 Rear parking camera

70004349 Parking camera, front and rear



LAFERRARI APERTA
CARBON FIBRE HARD TOP

A carbon fibre hard top can be ordered for the LaFerrari Aperta through the 

Accessories Catalogue, which is easy to install on the vehicle even without the 

assistance of expert technicians. 

The kit consists of a rigid roof exclusively developed for this model, along with a 

protective bag, enabling the car to be used even in less than optimal weather 

conditions, so owners can continue to take advantage of the full potential of this 

stunning supercar. 

The roof is available in visible carbon fibre or in a gloss black finish.

Part No. Description

70004789 Hard top in visible carbon fibre 

70004790 Hard top in carbon fibre with glossy Nero 1250 paint finish 



LAFERRARI APERTA
CARBON FIBRE OVERMATS KIT

Manufactured using patented new technology, Ferrari Genuine overmats are made 

with real carbon fibre used for feet area and feature a special clear coat layer which 

gives the mat a non-slip finish without compromising the look of the material. 

The vehicle logo appears on a laser-etched leather patch on both the driver and 

passenger side mats. 

The real leather support base lends superb flexibility to the overmats, while ensuring 

they retain their rigid, substantial feel. 

The border around the edges is also made from leather, with fine stitching in grey tones.

Part No. Description

70005000 Carbon fibre overmats kit  



488 GTB
CARBON FIBRE REAR AERODYNAMIC DUCT

The use of a composite material like carbon fibre maintains the aesthetic appeal of the 

vehicle and also guarantees a reduction in the component’s weight.  

Clearly visible carbon fibre also further enhances the sportiness of the vehicle. 

This accessory is available with either a glossy or matte finish.

Part No. Description

70004136 Carbon fibre rear aerodynamic duct   

70004991 Carbon fibre rear aerodynamic duct, matte



488 GTB/488 SPIDER
CARBON FIBRE OVERMATS KIT

Manufactured using patented new technology, Ferrari Genuine overmats are made with 

real carbon fibre used for feet area and feature a special clear coat layer which gives the 

mat a non-slip finish without compromising the look of the material. 

The vehicle logo appears on a laser-etched leather patch on both the driver and 

passenger side mats.

The real leather support base lends superb flexibility to the overmats, while ensuring they 

retain their rigid, substantial feel. 

The border around the edges is also made from leather, with fine stitching in grey tones. 

These sets will be available 2 weeks after Dealer’s order insertion.

Part No. Description Vehicle Model

70004936 LHD carbon fibre overmats kit

488 GTB
70004938 LHD carbon fibre overmats kit with fire extinguisher

70004937 RHD carbon fibre overmats kit

70004939 RHD carbon fibre overmats kit with fire extinguisher

70004940 LHD carbon fibre overmats kit

488 Spider
70004942 LHD carbon fibre overmats kit with fire extinguisher

70004941 RHD carbon fibre overmats kit

70004943 RHD carbon fibre overmats kit



GTC4LUSSO / GTC4LUSSO T
CARBON FIBRE FUEL FLAP

The materials used for Ferrari accessories adopt state of the art technological solutions 

directly from Formula 1. The light and functional fuel filler flap in carbon fibre, enriched 

with a chrome-finish Prancing Hose, is the perfect complement to the style of the 

GTC4Lusso. 

Part No. Description

70004135 Carbon fibre fuel flap with chromed Prancing Horse emblem



GTC4LUSSO / GTC4LUSSO T
CARBON FIBRE DOOR HANDLES KIT

The carbon-look external door handles complement the style of all Ferrari models 

to perfection, with an aesthetic solution which visually accentuates the racing spirit 

of the car. 

This accessory emphasises both the exclusivity of the materials used and the excellence 

of the workmanship in the manufacture of the components themselves. 

Part No. Description

70004935 Carbon fibre door handles kit



GTC4LUSSO / GTC4LUSSO T
PASSENGER COMPARTMENT CUSTOMISATION

The range of carbon fibre interior details offers owners extreme flexibility in how they 

configure the interior of the car with a wide range of options that give every aspect of 

the interior a truly personalised look. 

These kits may also be configured to meet the needs of the each owner, allowing the 

customer to choose individual components from their preferred dealer.

Part No. Description

70004338 Carbon fibre centre storage compartment

70004339 Carbon fibre dashboard central diffuser



458 ITALIA/458 SPIDER
20” FORGED WHEELS SET

The original forged wheels for the 458 Italia and 458 Spider are available to be 

ordered again. 

These wheels, which are available both in traditional Grigio Ferro and two-tone 

diamond-polished finishes, have been re-engineered to meet the highest technological 

standards of the moment, in order to guarantee both quality and aesthetics to all 

customers.

Part No. Description

70004980 20” forged wheel Set, painted Grigio Ferro

70004981 20” forged wheel Set, two-coloured diamond polished



458/488/GTC4LUSSO/F12BERLINETTA AND CALIFORNIA T SERIES
GLOSSY CARBON FIBRE F1 RACING SHIFT PADDLES KIT

These F1 paddles, exclusively available through the Ferrari Genuine programme, 

are developed according to the highest standards of quality and functionality. 

Their special extended shape at the bottom and the ribbing in the rear area have been 

designed for our sportiest customers and guarantee greater precision and smoother 

gearshifting especially when used on the track. 

The central part of the paddles has been machined to reduce their weight 

without affecting the sporty feeling that is the hallmark of all the Ferrari carbon 

fibre components.

Part No. Description Vehicle Model

70004793 Glossy carbon fibre F1 shift paddles kit 458 series, F12berlinetta

70004930 Glossy carbon fibre F1 racing shift paddles kit 488/GTC4Lusso, CaliforniaT series



ALL MODELS
HUB CAPS KIT, BLACK AND RED

As an alternative to the hub caps installed as standard, owners can personalise their 

vehicles by installing different ones. 

Available in red or black colours.

Part No. Description

70004868 Red hub caps kit

70004869 Black hub caps kit



ALL MODELS
GENUINE LUGGAGE SET IN CARBON FIBRE WITH RED DETAILS

The Genuine programme offers a range of products conceived and created by 

Poltrana Frau specifically for Ferrari and consisting of multifunctional hand-bags 

and trolley cases. 

With its optimised dimensions, the design of the luggage combines the maximum 

expression of style with optimum functionality: the trolley complies with the major 

airlines’ hand luggage specifications. 

The two variants are now also available in the carbon fibre version with red details.

Part No. Description

70004949 Genuine luggage set. Top trolley in carbon fibre with red details

70004950 Genuine luggage set. Top laptop in carbon fibre with red details


